Paper is devoted to describe the new meaningful effects in capital structure theory, discovered within modern theory of capital cost and capital structure, created by Brusov, Filatova and Orekhova (BFO theory). These qualitatively new effects are present in general version of BFO theory and absent in its perpetuity limit (Modigliani -Miller theory). BFO theory has changed some main existing principles of financial management. Discovered effects modify our understanding of financial management and dictate some unusual managerial decisions.
INTRODUCTION
One of the main and the most important problems in corporate finance is the problem of cost of capital, the impact of capital structure on its cost and capitalization of the companies and problem of an optimal capital structure of the companies (at which the company capitalization is maximal, and weighted average cost of capital WACC is minimal). The importance of these problems is connected to the fact, that one can doing nothing, just by change the ratio between debt and equity (by change the capital structure) increase the capitalization of the company, i.e. solve the main task of any company.
However, to date, even the question of the existence of an optimal capital structure of the companies still remains open. Numerous theories and models, including the first and the only one until recently quantitative theory by Nobel laureates Modigliani and Miller (MM) , not only does not solve the problem, but also because of the large number of restrictions (such as, for example, theory of MM) have a weak relationship to the real economy. Herewith the qualitative theories and models, based on the empirical approaches, do not allow to carry out the necessary assessment.
*Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Data Analysis, Decision Making, and Financial Technology, Financial University under the Government of Russian Federation, Russia; Tel: +79060675975; Fax: +7(499) 277-2123; E-mail: pnb1983@yahoo.com This special issue is devoted to recent development of capital structure theory and its applications. Discussions will be made within both main theories: modern theory by Brusov, Filatova and Orekhova (BFO theory) and its perpetuity limit -classical ModiglianiMiller (MM) theory, which will be compared in details. Results of modern BFO theory turn out to be quite different from ones of Modigliani-Miller theory. Brusov, Filatova and Orekhova show, that later, via its perpetuity, underestimates the assessment of weighted average cost of capital, the equity cost of the company and substantially overestimates the assessment of the capitalization of the company.
Such an incorrect assessment of key performance indicators of financial activities of companies has led to an underestimation of risks involved, and impossibility, or serious difficulties in adequate managerial decisionmaking, that was one of the implicit reasons of global financial crisis of 2008 year.
Within modern theory of capital cost and capital structure (BFO theory) a lot of qualitatively new results, described in this paper, have been obtained, among them:
-Bankruptcy of the famous trade off theory has been proven. BFO theory has destroyed some main existing principles of financial management: among them trade off theory, which was considered as keystone of formation of optimal capital structure of the company during many decades.
It would be a great pity if the optimal capital structure of the company does not exist in general, thus BFO authors have suggested the Mechanism of formation of the company optimal capital structure, different from suggested by trade off theory.
-The qualitatively new effect in corporate finance has been discovered by BFO authors: abnormal dependence of equity cost on leverage, which significantly alters the principles of the company's dividend policy.
-Existence of "A golden age" of the companies has been discovered. It was shown for the first time that valuation of WACC in the Modigliani -Miller theory is not minimal and valuation of the company capitalization is not maximal, as all financiers supposed up to now: at some age of the company its WACC value turns out to be lower, than in Modigliani -Miller theory (in perpetuity limit) and company capitalization V at some company age turns out to be greater, than company capitalization V in Modigliani -Miller theory.
-The inflation in both Modigliani-Miller as well as in Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova theories has been taken into account in explicit form, with the detected its non-trivial impact on the dependence of equity cost on leverage.
-Study of the role of taxes and leverage has been done, and obtained results allows to the Regulator set the tax on profits rate, and to businesses choose the optimal level of debt financing.
-Investigation of the influence of tax on profit rate on effectiveness of investment projects at different debt levels showed, that increase of tax on profit rate from one side leads to decrease of project NPV, but from other side it leads to decrease of sensitivity of NPV with respect to leverage level. At high leverage level L the influence of tax on profit rate on effectiveness of investment projects becomes significantly less.
-The influence of growth of tax on profit rate on the efficiency of the investment as well has led to two qualitatively new effects in investments:
1.
the growth of tax on profit rate changes the nature of the NPV dependence on leverage L at some value t*: there is a transition from diminishing function NPV(L) at t<t*, to growing function NPV(L) at t>t*.
2. at high leverage levels the growth of tax on profit rate leads to the growth of the efficiency of the investments.
Discovered effects in investments can be applied in a real economic practice for optimizing of the management of investments.
New approach to rating methodology has been created. The first two papers of this Special issue is devoted to application of the perpetuity limit of BFO theory (MM theory) and general BFO theory to rating methodology: for the first time we incorporate the main parameters of ratings -rating "ratios" -directly into modern capital structure theory.
This allows use the powerful methods and "toolkit" of these theories in rating and creates practically the new basis of a rating methodology, that allows make more correct ratings.
A new approach to rating methodology has been suggested, key factors of which are: 1) The adequate use of discounting of financial flows virtually not used in existing rating methodologies, 2) The incorporation of rating parameters (financial "ratios") into the modern theory of capital structure (BFO theory). This on the one hand allows use the powerful tools of this theory in the rating, and on the other hand it ensures the correct discount rates when discounting of financial flows. We discuss also the interplay between rating ratios and leverage level which can be quite important in rating. All these create a new base for rating methodologies.
Established BFO theory allows to conduct a valid assessment of the core parameters of financial activities of companies, such as weighted average cost of capital and equity capital cost of the company, its capitalization. It allows to a management of company make adequate decisions, that improves the effectiveness of the company management. More generally, the introduction of the new system of evaluation of the parameters of financial activities of companies into the systems of financial reporting (IFRS, GAAP etc.) would lead to lower risk of global financial crisis.
Corporate management in the modern world is the management of financial flows. The proposed BrusovFilatova-Orekhova theory allows correctly identify a discount rates -basic parameters for discounting of financial flows to arbitrary time moment, compare financial flows with a view to adoption of literate managerial decisions. The discount rate is a key link of the existing financial system, by pulling on the which modern finance can be adequately build, and BFO theory can assist in this.
In this paper we discuss a numerous new meaningful effects in modern capital structure theory.
COMPARISION OF MODIGLIANI -MILLER (MM) AND BRUSOV-FILATOVA-OREKHOVA (BFO) RESULTS

The Traditional Approach
The traditional (empirical) approach told to businessmen, that weighted average cost of capital, WACC, and the associated company capitalization, V = CF WACC depend on the capital structure, the level of leverage. Debt cost always turns out to be lower, than equity cost, because first one has lower risk, because in the event of bankruptcy creditor claims are met prior to shareholders claims. As a result an increase in the proportion of lowercost debt capital in the overall capital structure up to the limit which does not cause violation of financial sustainability and growth in risk of bankruptcy, leads to lower weighted average cost of capital, WACC.
The required by investors profitability (the equity cost) is growing, however, its growth has not led to compensation benefits from use of more low-cost debt capital. Therefore, the traditional approach welcomes the increased leverage L = D / S , and the associated increased of company capitalization. The traditional (empirical) approach has existed up to appearance of the first quantitative theory by Modigliani and Miller in 1958 (Modigliani et al. 1958) .
Modigliani-Miller Theory
Modigliani-Miller theory with taxes is based on following three formulae for capitalization V, WACC and equity cost k e . One of the most important assumptions of the Modigliani -Miller theory is that all financial flows are perpetuity.
This limitation was lift out by Brusov-FilatovaOrekhova in 2008 , who have created BFO theory -modern theory of capital cost and capital structure for companies of arbitrary age (BFO-I) and for companies of arbitrary life time (BFO-II) (Brusov et al. 2015) . BFO theory has filled out whole interval between t=1 and t= ! . One got the possibility to calculate capitalization V, WACC and equity cost k e for companies of arbitrary age and for companies of arbitrary life time. BFO theory has lead to a lot of new meaningful effects in modern capital structure theory, discussed in this paper.
BFO theory is based on famous formula
Here, S -the value of own (equity) capital of the Figure 5 it is obviously that WACC has a maximum for one year company and decreases with the age (life-time) of the company, reaching the minimum in the Modigliani-Miller perpetuity case. (Note, however, that this not always be so via the effect of "golden age" of the company (see below)).
Results of modern BFO theory turn out to be quite different from ones of Modigliani-Miller theory. They show, that later, via its perpetuity, underestimates the assessment of weighted average cost of capital, the equity cost of the company and substantially overestimates the assessment of the capitalization of the company.
BFO theory allows make an correct assessment of key parameters of financial activities of companies of arbitrary age (arbitrary life time) that leads accordingly to adequate managerial decision-making.
BANKRUPTCY OF THE FAMOUS TRADE OFF THEORY
Within modern theory of capital structure and capital cost by Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova (Brusov et al. 2011a,b,c,d,e; 2012 a,b; 2013 a,b,c; 2014 a,b; Filatova et al. 2008 ) the analyses of wide known trade off theory has been made. It is shown that suggestion of risky debt financing (and growing credit rate near the bankruptcy) in opposite to waiting result does not lead to growing of weighted average cost of capital, WACC, which still decreases with leverage. This means the absence of minimum in the dependence of WACC on leverage as well as the absence of maximum in the dependence of company capitalization on leverage. Thus, it means that the optimal capital structure is absent in famous trade off theory. The explanation to this fact has been done. Figure 5: Dependence of WACC on leverage level for n=1, n=3 and n = ! . 
In modified Modigliani-Miller theory we have proved the following theorem:
In modified Modigliani-Miller theory (allowing riskiness debt capital) under arbitrary change of debt cost with leverage (growing, as well as decrease) weighted average cost of capital, WACC always fall down with leverage. This means the absence of the company optimal capital structure and proves insolvency well-known classical trade off in its original formulation.
We consider linear and quadratic growth of debt cost k d with leverage, starting from some value (with different coefficients), different values of k 0 and different terms of life of the companies. Let us find WACC values.
1. n = 3; t = 20%; L = 0,1, 2,...10
Let us see, how the growth of debt cost k d with leverage affects the equity cost k e dependence on leverage. We will consider the same cases as above for the calculations of dependences WACC(L).
The analysis of well-known trade off theory, conducting with the help of modern theory of capital structure and capital cost by Brusov-FilatovaOrekhova, has shown that that suggestion of risky debt financing (and growing credit rate near the bankruptcy) in opposite to waiting result does not lead to growing of WACC, which still decreases with leverage. This means the absence of minimum in the dependence of WACC on leverage as well as the absence of maximum in the dependence of capitalization V on leverage. Thus, it seems that the optimal capital structure is absent in famous trade off theory. The explanation to this fact has been done within the same Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova theory by study the dependence of the equity cost k e with leverage. It turned out that the growth of debt cost k d with leverage lead to decrease of equity cost k e with leverage, starting from some leverage level, which is higher than starting point of debt cost growth. This paradox conclusion gives the explanation of the absence of the optimal capital structure in the famous trade off theory. This means, that competition of benefits from using of debt financing and of financial distress cost (or a bankruptcy cost) are NOT balanced and hopes, that trade off theory gives us the optimal capital structure, unfortunately, do not realized.
The absence of the optimal capital structure in the trade off theory questioned the existence of an optimal capital structure of the company (but as authors have shown, the optimal capital structure for the investment still exists (Brusov et al. 2011b (Brusov et al. , 2011c ). In the search for the "golden fleece" one needs to switch to study of other mechanisms for formation of the capital structure of the company, different from ones considering in trade off theory.
THE QUALITATIVELY NEW EFFECT IN CORPORATE FINANCE
Qualitatively new effect in corporative finance is discovered: decreasing of cost of equity k e with leverage L. This effect, which is absent in perpetuity Modigliani-Miller limit, takes place under account of finite lifetime of the company at tax on profit rate, which exceeds some value T*.
At some ratios between cost of debt and cost of equity the discovered effect takes place at tax on profit rate, existing in western countries and Russia. This provides the practical meaning of discussed effect. Its accounting is important at modification of tax low and can change the dividend policy of the company.
Perpetuity Modigliani-Miller Limit
One see from Figure 8 , that position limit of dependence of cost of equity on leverage L is horizontal line 11 at T=1. Below we'll see that in BFO theory the abnormal effect takes place (see Figure 10) and dependence of cost of equity on leverage L line could have a negative slope. (1 -T = 0 ; 2 -T = 0.1 ; 3 -T = 0.2 ; 4 -T = 0.3 ; 5 -T = 0.4 ; 6 -T = 0.5 ; 7 -T = 0.6 ; 8 -T = 0.7 ; 9 -10 -T = 0.9 ; 11 -T = 1 ).
BFO Theory
From Figure 10 it is seen, that dependence of cost of equity k e on leverage level L with a good accuracy is linear. The tilt angle decreases with tax on profit rate like the perpetuity case. 
However for the finite lifetime of companies along with the behavior k e L ( ) , similar to the perpetuity behavior of the Modigliani-Miller case (Figure 8) , for some sets of parameters n, k 0 , k d there is a otherwise behavior k e (L) . 
From the Figure 10 it is seen that starting from some values of tax on profit rate T * (in this case from T * = 40% , although at other sets of parameters n, k 0 , k d critical values of tax on profit rate T * could be lower) there is not the rise in the cost of equity of the company with leverage, but descending. Once again, the presence or the absence of such an effect depends on a set of parameters
This effect has been observed above in the dependence of cost of equity k e on tax on profit rate T at fix leverage level, but it is more clearly visible, depending on value of cost of equity of the company on the leverage for various values of tax on profit rate T.
Note that this is a new effect, which may take place only for the finite lifetime company and which is not observed in perpetuity Modigliani-Miller limit. It is easy to recieve from the Modigliani-Miller formula for WACC
from which one can see that at T = 1 (100%) cost of equity k e does not change with leverage: k e = k 0 , i.е there is no decreasing of k e with leverage at any tax on profit rate T.
CONCLUSIONS
Qualitatively new effect in corporative finance is discovered: decreasing of cost of equity k e with leverage L. This effect, which is absent in perpetuity Modigliani-Miller limit, takes place under account of finite lifetime of the company at tax on profit rate, which exceeds some value T* (Brusov et al. 2011a,b,c,d,e; 2012 a,b; 2013 a,b,c; 2014 a,b; Filatova et al. 2008) .
At some ratios between debt cost and equity cost the discovered effect takes place at tax on profit rate, existing in western countries and Russia. This provides the practical meaning of discussed effect. Its accounting is important at modification of tax low and can change the dividend policy of the company.
The complete and detailed investigation of discussed effect, discovered within Brusov -FilatovaOrekhova (BFO) theory, has been done (Brusov et al. 2011a,b,c,d,e; 2012 a,b; 2013 a,b,c; 2014 a,b; Filatova et al. 2008) . It has been shown, that the absence of the effect at some particular set of parameters is connected to the fact, that in these cases T* exceeds 100% (tax on profit rate is situated in a "non-financial" region).
In future, the papers and monographs will be devoted to discussion of discovered abnormal effect, but it is already now clear, that we will have to abandon of some established views in corporative finance.
MECHANISM OF FORMATION OF THE COMPANY OPTIMAL CAPITAL STRUCTURE
Under condition of proved by us insolvency of wellknown classical trade off theory question of finding of new mechanisms of formation of the company optimal capital structure, different from one, suggested by trade off theory, becomes very important. One of the real such mechanisms has been developed by us in this Chapter. It is based on the decrease of debt cost with leverage, which is determined by growth of debt volume. This mechanism is absent in perpetuity Modigliani-Miller theory, even in modified version, developed by us, and exists within more general modern theory of capital cost and capital structure by Brusov -Filatova -Orekhova (BFO theory).
Suggested mechanism of formation of the company optimal capital structure is based on the decrease of debt cost, which (in some range of leverage levels) is determined by growing of the debt volume.
We will study below the dependence of equity cost k e and weighted average cost of capital, WACC, on leverage level L in case of debt cost k d exponential decrease. We will study below the dependence of debt cost k d , equity cost k e and weighted average cost of capital, WACC, on leverage level L in case of k d exponential decrease.
"A GOLDEN AGE" OF THE COMPANY
Authors of BFO theory have investigated the dependence of attracting capital cost on the time of life of company n at various leverage levels, at various values of capital costs with the aim of define of minimum cost of attracting capital. All calculations have been done within modern theory of capital cost and capital structure by Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova (Brusov et al. 2015; Brusov et al. 2011a,b,c,d,e; 2012 a,b; 2013 a,b,c; 2014 a,b; Filatova et al. 2008) . It was shown for the first time that valuation of WACC in the Modigliani -Miller theory (Modigliani et al. 1958; 1963; 1966) is not minimal and valuation of the company capitalization is not maximal, as all financiers supposed up to now: at some age of the company its WACC value turns out to be lower, than in Modigliani -Miller theory and company capitalization V It was shown that, from the point of view of cost of attracting capital there are two types of dependences of weighted average cost of capital, WACC, on the time of life of company n: monotonic descending with n and descending with passage through minimum, followed by a limited growth. The first type takes place for the companies with low cost capital, characteristic for the western companies. The second type takes place for higher costs capital costs of the company, characteristic for the Russian companies as well as for companies from other developing countries. This means that latter companies, in contrast to the western ones, can take advantage of the benefits, given at a certain stage of development of company by discovered effect. Moreover, since the "golden age" of company depends on the company's capital costs, by controlling them (for example, by modifying the value of dividend payments, that reflect the equity cost), company may extend the "golden age" of the company, when the cost to attract capital becomes a minimal (less than perpetuity limit), and capitalization of companies becomes maximal (above than perpetuity assessment) up to a specified time interval.
Concluded that existed up to the present conclusions of the results of the theory of ModiglianiMiller (Modigliani et al. 1958; 1963; 1966) in these aspects are incorrect. We discuss the use of opened effects in developing economics.
The conclusion made in this Paper for the first time, that the assessment of weighted average cost of capital of the company, WACC, in the theory of Modigliani and Miller (MM) (Modigliani et al. 1958; 1963; 1966) is not the minimal, and capitalization is not maximal, seems to be very significant and important. 1-1' -monotonic dependence of weighted average cost of capital, WACC, and company capitalization, V, on life-time of the company n; 2-2' -showing descending of WACC with n, and with the passage through a minimum and then a limited growth and increase of V with the passage through a maximum (at n 0 ) and then a limited descending.
Below we show the dependence of weighted average cost of capital, WACC, on life-time of the company n at fixed value of equity cost, k 0 =20%, and at four values of debt cost.
From Figure 20 it is seen, that with increase of debt cost, k d , the character of dependence of weighted average cost of capital, WACC, on life-time of the company n is changed from monotonic descending of WACC with n to descending of WACC with n with passage through minimum, followed by a limited growth.
CONCLUSIONS
Above it is shown for the first time within BFO theory (Brusov et al. 2011a,b,c,d,e; 2012 a,b; 2013 a,b,c; 2014 a,b; Filatova et al. 2008) , that valuation of WACC in the Modigliani -Miller theory (Modigliani et al. 1958; 1963; 1966) is not minimal and valuation of the company capitalization is not maximal, as all financiers supposed up to now: at some age of the company its WACC value turns out to be lower, than in Modigliani -Miller theory and company capitalization V turns out to be greater, than V in Modigliani -Miller theory (Modigliani et al. 1958; 1963; 1966) . Thus, existing up to the present presentations concerning the results of the Modigliani-Miller theory in this aspect (Myers 1984 ) turn out to be incorrect.
It is shown that, from the point of view of cost of attracting capital there are two types of dependences of weighted average cost of capital, WACC, on the time of life of company n: monotonic descending with n and descending with passage through minimum, followed by a limited growth (there is a third modification of dependences WACC(n), which leaves all conclusions valid). The first type takes place for the companies with low cost capital, characteristic for the western companies. The second type takes place for higher costs capital costs of the company, characteristic for the Russian companies as well as for companies from other developing countries. This means that latter companies, in contrast to the western ones, can take advantage of the benefits, given at a certain stage of development of company by discovered effect. (For example, the capitalization of Russian oil company "Rosneft' ", which has been valued in 2014 by Modigliani -Miller method, could be higher, accounting the discovered effect and BFO theory). Moreover, since the "golden age" of company depends on the company's capital costs, by controlling them (for example, by modifying the value of dividend payments, that reflect the equity cost), company may extend the "golden age" of the company, when the cost to attract capital becomes a minimal (less than perpetuity limit), and capitalization of companies becomes maximal (above than perpetuity assessment) up to a specified time interval.
It is important to note that "golden age" of company effect changes the dependence of WACC on L: the curve WACC(L) for perpetuity company turns out to be not lowest for company with this effect -as it is seen from Tables 6,7 and Figure 21 below the curve WACC(L) for three years company lies below the perpetuity curve.
INFLATION IN MM AND BFO THEORIES
Here we describe the influence of inflation on capital cost and capitalization of the company within modern 
The curve WACC(L) for perpetuity company turns out to be not lowest for company with the effect of "golden age": the curve WACC(L) for three years company lies below the perpetuity curve.
theory of capital cost and capital structure -BrusovFilatova-Orekhova theory (BFO theory) (Brusov et al. 2011a,b,c,d,e; 2012 a,b; 2013 a,b,c; 2014 a,b; Filatova et al. 2008) and within its perpetuity limit -ModiglianiMiller theory (Modigliani et al. 1958 (Modigliani et al. , 1963 (Modigliani et al. , 1966 . By direct incorporation of inflation into both theories, Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova have shown for the first time, that inflation not only increases the equity cost and the weighted average cost of capital, but as well it changes their dependence on leverage. In particular, it increases growing rate of equity cost with leverage. Capitalization of the company is decreased under accounting of inflation.
Under accounting of inflation all original MM (Modigliani -Miller) statement have been modified as it done below.
2-nd original MM statement:
equity cost of leverage company k e could be found as equity cost of financially independent company k 0 of the same group of risk, plus premium for risk, which value is equal to production of difference
2-nd modified MM-BFO statement:
under existing of inflation with rate α equity cost of leverage company k e could be found as equity cost of financially independent company k 0 of the same group of risk, multiplied by (1+ α ), plus inflation rate α and plus premium for risk, which value is equal to production of difference (k 0 ! k d ) on leverage level L and on multiplier 1+ ! ( ) .
4-th original MM statement:
equity cost of leverage company k e paying tax on profit could be found as equity cost of financially independent company k 0 of the same group of risk, plus premium for risk, which value is equal to production of difference (k 0 ! k d ) on leverage level L and on tax shield (1-T) and on multiplier 1+ ! ( ) .
4-th modified MM-BFO statement:
equity cost of leverage company k e paying tax on profit under existing of inflation with rate α could be found as equity cost of financially independent company k 0 of the same group of risk, multiplied by 1+ ! ( ) , plus inflation rate α and plus premium for risk, which value is equal to production of difference (k 0 ! k d ) on leverage level L, on tax shield (1-T) and on multiplier 1+ ! ( ) . 
consequently.
It is shown, that inflation not only increases the equity cost and the weighted average cost of capital, but as well it changes their dependence on leverage. In particular, it increases growing rate of equity cost with leverage. Capitalization of the company is decreased under accounting of inflation.
Within modern theory of capital cost and capital structure -Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova theory (BFO theory) the modified equation for the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, applicable to companies with arbitrary lifetime under accounting of inflation has been derived. Modified BFO equation allow to investigate the dependence of the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, and equity cost, k e , on leverage level L, on tax on profit rate t, on lifetime of the company n, on equity cost of financially independent company, k 0 , and debt cost, k d , as well as on inflation rate α .
Using modified BFO equation the analysis of the dependence of the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, on debt ratio, w d , at different tax on profit rate t, as well as inflation rate α has been done.
It has been shown, that WACC decreases with debt ratio, w d , faster at bigger tax on profit rate t. The space between lines, corresponding to different values of tax on profit rate at the same step (10%), increases with inflation rate α . The variation region (with change of tax on profit rate t) of the weighted average cost of capital, WACC, increases with inflation rate α , as well as with lifetime of the company n.
EFFECTS, CONNECTED WITH TAX SHIELDS, TAXES AND LEVERAGE
The role of tax shields, taxes and leverage is investigated within the theory of Modigliani-Miller as well as within the modern theory of corporate finance by Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova (Brusov et al. 2011a,b,c,d,e; 2012 a,b; 2013 a,b,c; 2014 a,b; Filatova et al. 2008) . It is shown that equity cost of the company as well as weighted average cost of capital decrease with the growth of tax on profits rates. A detailed study of the dependence of weighted average cost of capital WACC and equity cost of the company k e on tax on profits rates at fixed leverage level (fixed debt capital fraction w d ) as well as on leverage level (debt capital fraction w d ) at fixed tax on profits rate has been done. The dependences of weighted average cost of capital WACC and equity cost of the company k e on company lifetime have been investigated as well.
The concept "tax operating lever" has been introduced. For companies with finite life-time a number of important qualitative effects that do not have analogues for perpetuity companies has been detected.
One such effect -decreasing of equity cost with leverage level at values of tax on profits rate T, which exceeds some critical value T * -is described in details in Chapter 10 (at certain ratios between the debt cost and equity capital discovered effect takes place at tax on profits rate, existing in the western countries and in Russia, that provides practical value effect.) Its accounting is important in improving tax legislation and may change dividend policy of the company.
EFFECTS, CONNECTED WITH THE INFLUENCE OF TAX ON PROFIT RATE ON EFFECTIVENESS OF INVESTMENT PROJECTS
BFO authors have conducted the analysis of effectiveness of investment projects within the perpetuity (Modigliani-Miller) approximation (Modigliani et al. 1958 (Modigliani et al. , 1963 (Modigliani et al. , 1966 as well as within BFO theory. They analyzed the effectiveness of investment projects for three cases:
2) at a constant equity cost (at L = 0 ) and varying debt cost k d ;
3) at a constant debt cost k d and varying equity cost (at L = 0 ) k 0 .
The dependence of NPV on investment value and/or equity value will be also analyzed. The results have been represented in the form of tables and graphs.
It should be noted that the obtained tables have played an important practical role in determining of the optimal, or acceptable debt level, at which the project remains effective. The optimal debt level there is for the situation, when in the dependence of NPV on leverage level L there is an optimum (leverage level value, at which NPV reaches a maximum value). An acceptable debt level there is for the situation, when NPV decreases with leverage. And, finally, it is possible that NPV is growing with leverage. In this case, an increase in borrowing leads to increased effectiveness of investment projects, and their limit is determined by financial sustainability of investing company.
INFLUENCE OF GROWTH OF TAX ON PROFIT RATE
Within modern theory of capital cost and capital structure by Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova (BFO theory) (Brusov et al. 2011a,b,c,d,e; 2012 a,b; 2013 a,b,c; 2014 a,b; Filatova et al. 2008 ) and created within this theory modern investment models influence of growth of tax on profit rate on the efficiency of the investment is investigated. It has been shown that for long term investment projects, as well as for arbitrary duration projects the growth of tax on profit rate change the nature of the NPV dependence on leverage at some At high leverage levels this leads to qualitatively new effect in investments: growth of the efficiency of the investments with growth of tax on profit rate. Discovered effects take place under consideration from the point of view of owners of equity capital as well as from the point of view of owners of equity and debt capital.
One can see from the Figures 23, 24 that the nature of the NPV dependence on leverage at t*=0.5: there is a transition from diminishing function NPV(L) when t<t* to growing function NPV(L) at t>t*.
Within modern theory of capital cost and capital structure by Brusov-Filatova-Orekhova (BFO theory) and created within this theory modern investment models influence of growth of tax on profit rate on the efficiency of the investment is investigated. It has been shown that for arbitrary duration projects as well as for perpetuity projects the growth of tax on profit rate change the nature of the NPV dependence on leverage at some value t*: there is a transition from diminishing function NPV(L) when t<t* to growing function NPV(L). The t* value depends on the duration of the project, cost of capital (equity and debt) values and other parameters of the project.
At high leverage levels this leads to qualitatively new effect in investments: growth of the efficiency of the investments with growth of tax on profit rate. Discovered effects take place under consideration from the point of view of owners of equity capital as well as from the point of view of owners of equity and debt capital.
The observed at high leverage levels (starting from L= 6) increase of NPV with growth of the tax on profit rate t (Figure 24 ) takes place at all values of t, that means that this is an entirely new effect in investments which can be applied in a real economic practice for optimizing of the management of investments.
So, two very important qualitatively new effects in investments has been discovered:
1)
change the character of NPV dependence on leverage;
2) growth of the efficiency of the investments with growth of tax on profit rate.
Both effects could be used in practice to optimize the investments.
NEW APPROACH TO RATINGS
The first paper of this Special issue "The ratings: new approach" by Brusov P, Filatova T, Orehova N, Kulik V is devoted to application of the perpetuity limit of BFO theory (MM theory) to rating methodology: for the first time we will incorporate the main parameters of ratings -rating "ratios" -directly into modern capital structure theory. This allows to use the powerful methods and "toolkit" of this theory in rating and creates practically the new basis of a rating methodology, that allows make more correct ratings.
A new approach to rating methodology has been suggested, key factors of which are: 1) The adequate use of discounting of financial flows virtually not used in existing rating methodologies, 2) The incorporation of rating parameters (financial "ratios") into the modern theory of capital structure (BFO theory) (Brusov P et all 2015) (for beginning into its perpetuity limit). This on the one hand allows use the powerful tools of this theory in the rating, and on the other hand it ensures the correct discount rates when discounting of financial flows. Authors discuss also the interplay between rating ratios and leverage level which can be quite important in rating.
In the second paper of this Special issue Rating methodology: new look and new horizons by Brusov P, Filatova T, Orehova N, Kulik V the analysis of methodological and systemic deficiencies in the existing credit rating of non-financial issuers has been done. Paper is devoted to further development of a new approach to rating methodology suggested at first paper.
Authors have generalized it for the general case of modern theory of capital structure (Brusov-FilatovaOrekhova (BFO) theory): for companies of arbitrary age. A serious modification of BFO theory in order to use it in rating procedure has been required. It allows apply obtained results for real economics, where all companies have finite lifetime, introduce a factor of time into theory, estimate the creditworthiness of companies of arbitrary age (or arbitrary lifetime), introduce discounting of the financial flows, using the correct discount rate etc. This allows use the powerful tools of BFO theory in the rating. All these create a new base for rating methodologies.
In conclusion remind again that the introduction of the new system of evaluation of the parameters of financial activities of companies into the systems of financial reporting (IFRS, GAAP etc.) would lead to lower risk of global financial crisis.
